Mandatory and Voluntary Cost Sharing

1. P.I. prepares proposal
2. Do sponsor guidelines require cost sharing?
   - Yes: Prepare C/S commitment form
   - No: Proposal routed through UAB
3. Does P.I. quantify UAB resources in proposal?
   - Yes: Prepare C/S commitment form
   - No: Proposal routed through UAB
4. UAB submits application
5. Will UAB provide support to project?
   - Yes: Is UAB support added to award notice?
     - Yes: Mandatory cost sharing (Example 4)
     - No: Voluntary cost sharing (Example 3)
   - No: Cost sharing not involved (Example 1)
6. Is budget cut?
   - Yes: Award negotiation takes place
   - No: Can project be done with reduced budget?
     - Yes: Cost sharing not involved (Example 2)
     - No: Cost sharing not involved (Example 1)